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About this Report
Lake Victoria is a naturally occurring shallow freshwater lake approximately 60 kilometres downstream of the
Murray-Darling Junction in south-western New South Wales, close to the South Australian and Victorian borders.
Since 1928, Lake Victoria has been operated by the Murray–Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) as a regulated,
off-river storage as part of the River Murray System, and plays an extremely important role in water supply
regulation. Lake Victoria is owned and operated by the South Australia Water Corporation (SA Water), on behalf
of a joint venture comprising the Australian, New South Wales, Victorian and South Australian Governments. SA
Water’s program of works is funded and directed by the MDBA on behalf of the four asset controlling governments.
Regulation of the Lake over the last 70 years has contributed to the erosion and exposure of Aboriginal cultural
material on the lakeshore and surrounding cliffs, in particular Aboriginal burial grounds. Since 1994 substantial
works have been built to protect all known burials from wave and wind erosion, and an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) was prepared to support an application under Section 90 of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974
(NSW) to allow continued disturbance of non-burial Aboriginal objects by regulation of the Lake.
The following annual report focuses on those activities that have been carried out to ensure compliance with
each of the Conditions contained in the Section 90 consent. Satisfactory completion, partial completion and noncompliance with the Conditions of Consent have been reported via use of ticks and crosses in the compliance
tables. A tick and cross together indicates partial compliance.
The annual report contains excerpts of several different reports published on the work undertaken on Lake
Victoria during the reporting period. These excerpts contain summary tables only, and relate directly to how these
monitoring activities address requirements of the Section 90 Consent.
Further information on any of these reports will be provided upon request.
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FOREWORD
As Chairperson of the Lake Victoria Advisory Committee (LVAC) it gives me great
pleasure to submit the Annual Report covering the year ended 30 June 2010.
The Lake Victoria Advisory Committee is cooperatively working with established
partners to develop a ‘best practice’ model for cultural heritage management at
Lake Victoria. Partners of the Murray-Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) include
the NSW Department of Environment, Climate Change and Water (DECCW), NSW
Office of Water (NOW), the South Australian Water Corporation (SA Water), the
traditional owners of the area, the Barkindji and Maraura people (BMEC), the
Dareton Local Aboriginal Land Council, local landholders and the Lower Murray
Darling Catchment Management Authority (LMDCMA).
Over the previous 12 months, the LVAC has been involved in the development of
a structured monitoring program for burials and cultural objects. The traditional
owners will be increasingly involved in the monitoring of cultural heritage to
gather data to augment observation and analysis of the effects of erosion, water
levels, and revegetation on cultural heritage. The data is provided to the Lake
Victoria Scientific Review Panel, who oversees the monitoring program and
assesses the short and long term effects to burials and objects. The Scientific
Panel also provides suggestions for remediation and protection works which are
considered part of the ongoing protection works program.

Tom Smith

The Aboriginal Cultural Information Database (A.C.I .D.) is steadily
progressing with the DECCW and SA Water to streamline and improve data
collection and management of information obtained via implementation of the
cultural heritage management program. When A.C.I.D. is developed, access
to a complete data base will be available to the Barkindji and Maraura people.
This data base will increase in importance with the planned recording of
knowledge from the traditional owners, and as their ongoing association with
Lake Victoria continues.
The Lake Victoria Cultural Heritage Management Plan requires that the Plan be
flexible, and must be amended from time to time. Business and management
processes are improving as a result. New Protocols are being developed to assist
better understanding, communication and cooperation between stakeholders.
I look forward to a productive working relationship with the newly elected
Barkindji – Maraura Elders Council Chairperson, Mr Arthur Kirby, and the Deputy
Chairperson, Mr Timothy Abdullah.

Tommy Smith
Chairperson
Lake Victoria Advisory Committee
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STATEMENT OF THE STATUS OF CULTURAL HERITAGE AT LAKE VICTORIA
Reporting Period 2009-2010
Once again, due to continuing drought conditions, Lake Victoria was maintained at lower than usual operating
levels, leaving cultural heritage on the foreshore exposed to greater than normal impacts from wind erosion.
Further, the lake fluctuated between 21.96 meters Australian Height Datum (AHD) in the winter of 2009 and 25.92
m AHD in April 2010, possibly contributing to the erosion of sensitive heritage zones and especially `historically
undisturbed sediments’ (HUS) containing `in situ’ cultural heritage along the Eastern foreshore and the Talgarry
Barrier. In response, the Lake Victoria Cultural Heritage Management team and the BMEC have increased
surveillance of the areas of greatest concern and a study of the relationship of HUS to cultural heritage is planned.
A trial protection method using the placement of compressed hay bales along the lip of the HUS to help to prevent
erosion is also being planned. A new ‘Structured Cultural Heritage Monitoring Program’ is being developed, which
will improve monitoring of cultural heritage and allow the BMEC to play a key role in the collection of data.
Revegetation is a major objective of the Lake Victoria Cultural Landscape Plan of Management (LVCLPoM or
CLPoM) as it protects cultural heritage within the landscape. After no inundation for 4.5 years, rejuvenation of
Spiny Sedge (Cyperus gymnocaulos) and Spiny Mud Grass (Pseudoraphis spinescens) was significant within
culturally sensitive zones as a result of the brief flooding event at higher elevations in April 2010. The first signs
of vegetation recovery were also recorded along the Nulla foreshore after stock were removed in 2008 and feral
animal control programs continue to be implemented. Biomass levels also continue to expand dramatically along
the Western foreshore between the levels of 24.9 -26.5 m AHD after total grazing pressure was reduced in this
zone nearly ten years previously.
Lyn Barnes
Lake Victoria Program Manager

Grinding stones
Courtesy of Lyn Barnes
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SNAP SHOT VIEW OF THE 2009–10 REPORTING PERIOD
Burial Protection Works
• A total of 13 new burials were found along the Eastern foreshore and cliffed areas within this reporting period.
• Advice was provided by members of the Barkindji Maraura Elders Council (BMEC) prior to burial protection works
being undertaken as per requirements of Consent Conditions 9 and 27 and the associated explanatory notes.
• The development of a new cultural heritage ‘structured monitoring program’ was started. It will feature an
ongoing and systematic monitoring program for burial sites and will allow for BMEC members to play a key
role in the collection of site data.
• A burial protection works ‘trial’ was initiated on the Talgarry and Snake Island cliffed areas with the aim of
establishing if an experimental approach to protection works in these difficult locations is successful.
• Inspections of known burial mounds was undertaken throughout the year; often in association with BMEC
Elders. Information gathered from inspections was added to the SA Water data base and to the updated
versions of Volumes 1 and 2 of the Lake Victoria Aboriginal Culture Heritage Reports.
• A new burial protection ‘works procedure’ was developed to capture knowledge gained to date and will be
utilised to guide future burial protection works programs.
• Erosion control works were undertaken at Nanya Island to repair ‘sand nourishment’ works previously
undertaken to protect this sensitive burial site.

Cultural Objects
• The structured monitoring program being developed will be inclusive of cultural ‘objects’ such as stone tools,
middens, fireplaces and scar trees. Selected objects will be monitored over time in the field. As with burial site
monitoring, BMEC members will play a key role in the collection of site data.
• The structured monitoring program will lead to the delivery of a rich cultural heritage database to be used
to overlay and inform other monitoring programs. The overall goal is to improve our understanding of lake
processes, how they impact or protect cultural heritage, and how we may progress effective management of
cultural heritage within the landscape.

Lake Victoria Advisory Committee (LVAC) and Community Relations
• Two LVAC meetings were held, and another informal meeting was also convened.
• A new Terms of Reference was introduced by the Murray-Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) to align with the
change from the MDBC to the MDBA.
• New templates have been developed to guide business at LVAC meetings.

Aboriginal Involvement at Lake Victoria
• The BMEC met on seven days in this reporting period to discuss business related to Lake Victoria management
and to prepare advice for LVAC.
• Mr Arthur Kirby was elected Chairperson of the BMEC and Mr Timothy Abdulla was elected as Deputy Chairperson.
• The BMEC and LVAC welcomed three new BMEC members and one proxy member for each position.
• The BMEC took initial steps to become an incorporated body in order to better manage their affairs.
• BMEC members provided valuable advice to LVAC throughout the year. Their advice was provided in relation to
burial protection works programs, cultural heritage monitoring of the Southern Lakebed, the Eastern foreshore
and Perimeter Survey (PS 28), rabbit control works, and the installation and removal of star pickets and
monitoring posts.
8

• In addition, BMEC members provided advice on activities outside of the Lake perimeter which complimented
requirements within the area defined by the LVCLPoM.
• A BMEC sub committee visited the MDBA, the Aboriginal Indigenous and Torres Strait Islander Studies
(AIATSIS), the National Library, and the Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and Arts (DEWHA) in
Canberra to research and discuss Lake Victoria history and management matters.
• The BMEC ‘Keeping Place’ and ‘Meeting Place’ concept designs were approved and some initial site works
were undertaken.
• The MDBA has continued to support the employment of five Aboriginal positions within the umbrella of the
Lake Victoria program. These positions include the Lake Victoria Cultural Heritage Manager, the BMEC
Facilitator, the Cultural Heritage Field Officer and two Lake Victoria trainee cadets.

The Lake Victoria Cultural Landscape Plan of Management
• New Policies and Protocols have been developed and approved by LVAC, and will be placed within the
LVCLPoM to guide management actions.
• In addition, a review of exisiting Protocols is being undertake in consultation with the LVAC and BMEC.

Reporting
• The 2008–09 Lake Victoria Annual report was developed and approved according to requirements within
Consent Conditions 18–19.

Communications and Access Policy
• The Lake Victoria Program was showcased to the wider community when members of the South Australian
Department of Aboriginal Affairs and the NSW Premier’s Cabinet visited the Lake and district within the
reporting period.
• Local schools have been invited to participate in land management and cultural heritage programs at
Lake Victoria, including the Rufus River Massacre Memorial Day.

Revegetation
• The Lake Victoria Scientific Review Panel advised the MDBA ‘River Operations Team’ about optimal lake
operation conditions required for plant growth at the Lake. The information was provided in response to
concern over the decline of vegetation health due to drought conditions.
• Planting of root stock was undertaken in gaps of fringing vegetation along the Eastern foreshore and near
burial locations.
• Endemic seeds were collected and propogated in the Lake Victoria nursery under training instruction from
Training and Further Education (TAFE).

Research Activities and the Scientific Review Panel (SRP)
• The SRP have met on three different occasions to progress the review of the scientific monitoring program.
Many actions have been undertaken including an initial review and sorting of the Lake Victoria Aboriginal
Cultural Information Database (A.C.I.D), development of a structured monitoring program, and initial steps
towards analysis of the past ten years data set.
• A trial was initiated using the placement of small ‘pink’ indicator brick’s on transects around the lake. The
brick’s movement will be monitored to understand the relationship between wave energy and movement of
cultural objects on the foreshore.
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Scientific Monitoring
• Results of the sediment monitoring program indicate that “no significant erosion has occurred in the 2009–10
monitoring period”. However there is still some erosion of the ‘Historicially Undisturbed Sediments’ along the
Eastern shoreline, with 25PS, Talgarry Wells and the Talgarry Barrier (TGB 23) being of most concern.
• A new automated weather station was constructed. It will continuously log data to be used in the analysis of
sediment movement, and will trigger a storm event monitoring response by staff at SA Water and the NSW
Office of Water (NOW).
• Results of the 2009–10 vegetation monitoring program show that some important stabilising species such as
Spiny Sedge (Cyperus gymnocaulos) and Spiny Mud-grass (Pseudoraphis spinescens) have responded positively
to the inundation of at least 25.7m AHD in March 2010 after a period of decline. However the loss of Blue Rod
(Stemodia florulenta) and Native Liquorice (Glycyrrhiza acanthocarpa) biomass and cover in parts of the Lake
between 24 and 26m AHD has occurred due to the period of prolonged inundation.
• An investigation into soil salinity on the Eastern Lakebed in 2009 shows that salinity levels are highest in
northern beach profiles and decline to the south. Higher levels of salinity within soil profiles are associated
with lower lake operating levels and evapoconcentration of salts in the soil profile, but have decreased in
the past year.

Land Management - pest animals and weeds
• The treatment of Golden Dodder (Cuscata Campestris) and Horehound (Marrubium Vulgare) have accounted
for the majority of resources expended on the weed control program. Both weed species are highly invasive and
classed as ‘noxious weeds’ and therefore must be controlled. Golden Dodder also presents a direct threat to
native vegetation because of its parasitic growth habit.
• A feral animal control program is being jointly implemented by SA Water and NOW, in conjunction with the
proprietors of Talgarry and Dunedin Park Stations, to treat feral animals on a landscape scale.
• Monitoring figures indicate that rabbit control numbers are being contained, although the preferred upper limit
of no more than 3 rabbits per kilometre has been exceeded in places. Results show that there is never room for
complacency and constant management is required.
• Seven feral pigs were destroyed within the Consent area within this reporting period.

Lake Operations
• Lake operations throughout the 2009–10 reporting period reflect continued dry conditions, with full capacity
again not being attained.
• At the beginning of the reporting period in June 2009, levels were at a low of 23.26m AHD. However the year
improved marginally compared to the 2008–09 year.
• In early April 2010 the lake reached 25.92m AHD, its highest level for the reporting period, compared to a high
of 24.15m AHD (January 2009) in 2008-2009.

Impacts outside of the Lake
• The MDBA continues to work towards reaching an enduring agreement with neighbouring landholders who
have been affected by Lake Operations.
• Results of the Groundwater Monitoring Program show a decline in groundwater levels associated with the
lower Lake operating levels.
• The NSW Office of Water (NOW) on behalf of the MDBA continues to manage Noola and Nulla Stations on the
Western and Northern boundaries of Lake Victoria in synergy with the objectives of the LVCLPoM.
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LAKE VICTORIA ADVISORY COMMITTEE AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS
(Consent Conditions 1–11)
Compliance Response
Lake Victoria Advisory
Committee (LVAC)
Consent Conditions 1–11

• In the 2009–10 reporting period there were two LVAC meetings held in
November 2009 (LVAC 57) and March 2010 (LVAC 58), rather than the usual
number of three.
• However a successful joint agency and BMEC workshop was also held in
October 2009 to facilitate communication between LVAC stakeholders.
• The distribution of LVAC minutes and meeting materials occurred.
• The Dareton Local Aboriginal Land Council (DLALC) resumed its place at LVAC
in March 2010.

LVAC meeting
Courtesy of Greg Warren

• New LVAC Terms of Reference were introduced by the Murray-Darling Basin
Authority (MDBA) to align with statutory requirements associated with the
change from the MDBC to the MDBA. The MDBA consulted LVAC stakeholders
when drafting the new Terms of Reference, which were subsequently
endorsed by LVAC.
• To guide important LVAC reporting and compliance procedures, the following
draft templates were produced:
1. An ‘annual works program’ or timetable for reporting against at LVAC.
2. A guide for the production of the Lake Victoria Cultural Heritage
Manager’s Report.
3. A guide for the production of the Barkindji Maraura Elder Council’s report.
• The draft templates will be finalised in the next reporting period after a period
of stakeholder consultation.
• There have been continued improvements to the Lake Victoria depot facilities
where LVAC meetings are held.
• Landholders continue to participate and contribute to the LVAC.
• Access Protocols were followed throughout the year when agency staff
required access onto ‘private’ lands for cultural heritage management
purposes such as burial protection works on Talgarry Wells (May/June).

BMEC Meetings and BMEC
involvement at Lake
Victoria (BMEC)
Consent Conditions 1, 8-9

• BMEC meetings were held over seven days throughout the year consisting of
meetings held in July, September (at the Gerard community facilities in SA),
October and December 2009. Three days of meetings were held in March,
including a two day workshop, with the final meeting held in June 2010.
• At the BMEC meeting held in December 2009, Mr Arthur Kirby was appointed
as the new BMEC Chairperson, with Mr Tim Abdulla elected as the Deputy
Chairperson. LVAC members congratulated and welcomed the new BMEC
executive in March 2010, and thanked the outgoing Chairperson, Ms Evelyn
Crawford for her contribution.

BMEC meeting
Courtesy of Greg Warren

• Three new members of the BMEC were appointed in September 2009. The
MDBA provides support for 20 BMEC members to attend and provide input
into BMEC meetings, and for 14 members to participate at LVAC.
• The MDBA has agreed to support one nominated proxy member for each BMEC
member at the same rates provided to BMEC members for their services. The proxy
member will step into the role of the BMEC member when they are unavailable.

* refer to page 39 for list of lake Victoria Advisory committee
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Compliance Response
BMEC Meetings and BMEC
involvement at Lake
Victoria (BMEC) Consent
Condition (continued)

New BMEC Chairperson Mr Arthur Kirby with
BMEC Elder, Penny Kirby and the
Cultural Heritage Manager, Mr Mike Gilby.
Courtesy of Greg Warren

• The BMEC and LVAC mourned the loss of BMEC Elder Sheila Kirby, who had
been a founding member of the committee, and who had been instrumental in
bringing the Maraura Elders together with the Barkindji Elders.
• The BMEC took initial steps to become an incorporated body in order to better
manage their affairs. They entered into a business partnership, which will help
them to achieve this goal.
• The BMEC also sought the assistance of selected organisations and individuals
to help them to identify additional opportunities for training and employment
of their youth, particularly in the area of natural resource management. A long
term goal articulated by the BMEC is for locally trained Aboriginal youth to be
engaged on natural resource management projects via independent contract
arrangements.
• The BMEC explored the idea of capturing their member’s stories and culture
via electronic media. Speakers were invited to the December 2009 meeting to
provide advice on the matter.
• BMEC ‘monthly’ site visits were undertaken in October 2009, and twice in
January 2010.

BMEC Elders on site to undertake monitoring
for erosion control works.
Courtesy of Greg Warren

• Members were also engaged as monitors and to provide advice on the
following matters (within the consent area):
– Monitoring completed burial protection works July 2009.
– Monitoring cultural heritage on the southern lakebed – August 2009.
– Assessment and monitoring of burial protection works and bait laying
procedures along the Eastern shoreline access track in October 2009.
– Assessment of a new burial on Talgarry Beach in February 2010.
– Burial protection works on Nulla and Noola foreshores – 2010.

BMEC Elders weigh and measure objects
found at the PS 28 transect.
Courtesy of Greg Warren

– Eastern shoreline cultural heritage monitoring in June 2010.
– A cultural heritage survey of PS 28 transect in June 2010.
– Monitoring of star picket replacement in June 2010.
• Between the 19th and the 23rd of April 2010, a BMEC sub-committee visited
Canberra to undertake the following activities:
– Discussions with the MDBA communications team to discuss the
establishment and development of a database for use by the BMEC.

A BMEC monthly inspection
Courtesy of Greg Warren

– A visit to AIATSIS to research Barkindji materials related to Lake Victoria
for inclusion in the database. Assistance was provided by Aboriginal
linguist, Dr Luise Hercus.
– A visit to the National Library with Tash Lamb to research Barkindji material.

Initial site works for the proposed
Camping Ground
Courtesy of SA Water
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– A meeting with the Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and Arts
(DEWHA) to discuss the ‘Caring for Country’ program, and possible funding
grants to support development of a BMEC, Natural Resource Management
(NRM) strategy.
• SA Water has undertaken research into design options for a ‘Keeping Place’
with a design developed and approved. The BMEC are considering what they
would like stored within the facility and have inspected the proposed site.

Compliance Response
• Site works for a ‘Meeting Place/campsite’ were begun by SA Water near
the north western foreshore of Lake Victoria. A plan of the facility has been
developed and approved. The ‘Meeting Place’ will provide a space where
BMEC members can quietly enjoy their traditional country.
BMEC Meetings and BMEC
involvement at Lake
Victoria (BMEC)
Consent Condition
(continued)

• Funding spent by the MDBA to support the BMEC in the form of sitting fees,
travel and accommodation was $61,257.24.
• The role of the BMEC Facilitator has been instrumental in supporting and
facilitating BMEC involvement in Lake Victoria. The BMEC Facilitator has
also been instrumental in facilitating communication between the BMEC and
government agencies, and between the BMEC and other NRM programs such
as The Living Murray Project.
• The BMEC Facilitator’s role forms half of 1 FTE position which is shared
between Lake Victoria and the ‘The Living Murray’ project. The budget
provided by the MDBA for the BMEC Facilitator part of the role was $90,000 to
cover salary and operational costs.

Lake Victoria Working
Group Meetings
Consent Condition 1.

• Three Lake Victoria Working Group Meetings were held in August and
November 2009, and April 2010.

Employment of Aboriginal
workers at the Lake
Consent Condition 8.

• The Lake Victoria program within the 2009–10 reporting period has supported
four and a half full time Aboriginal positions and the Lake Victoria Advisory
Committee Chairperson position.

• Works planning meetings were held in May and June 2010 with staff from
SA Water and NOW attending.

• The Lake Victoria Cultural Heritage Manager position was vacated in
March 2010. The position has since been widely advertised. SA Water is
working in partnership with the BMEC to fill the position.

Indigenous cadets, Wade and Jordan
(at front) with casual workers Dean and
Timothy, proudly display their effort.
Courtesy of SA Water.

• The Lake Victoria Aboriginal ‘cadets’ program has been successful. One of the
cadets has completed his ‘Conservation and Land Management’ Certificate
(level 2), with the second cadet expected to complete his certification by
November 2010.
• Both cadets (Wade Stidiford and Jordan Kelly) have also received accreditation
for the operation of various types of machinery, and have completed a number
of short courses to support their day to day work (i.e. Senior First Aid, Chemical
Application and Occupational Health and Safety White Card Training).
• SA Water will undertake a review of the program after August 2010 when
Wade and Jordan’s cadetship is completed.

Winter employement program.
Courtesy of SA Water.

• Dean Lindsay and Timothy Abdulla from the Riverland community were
employed for a five week burial protection works program in the winter of 2009
to relieve a labour shortage.
• Please refer to the above section for information about support provided to
BMEC members involved in Lake Management activities.
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Compliance Response
Sharing of information with
the broader community
Consent Conditions 10-11

• Strengthened ties between the BMEC and the DLALC have helped the BMEC
and the LVAC to communicate with Aboriginal people not on the committee
and the broader community as required in CC1.
• BMEC members contributed knowledge and advice about Lake Victoria at a
Community Working Party meeting held in July 2009 which involved members
of the Department of Aboriginal Affairs, Premier’s Cabinet and local Aboriginal
community groups.
• On the 6th of September 2009 the NSW Department of Aboriginal Affairs visited
Lake Victoria and were briefed by members of the BMEC and staff from SA Water.
• In June 2010 the South Australian Minister for Aboriginal Affairs and a party of
government officials were welcomed at the Lake.
• The BMEC Facilitator attended the Dareton and Wentworth Primary School to
explain his role, and to ask if they would like to take part in a planned Rufus
River Massacre Memorial Service day. The Facilitator also invited participation
in revegetation projects.
• The BMEC and members of LVAC have been approached by Dr. Susan Boden
who is a Research Associate for the Rick Farley Project at the Australian
National University. Susan will write a biography on the life of former
LVAC Chairperson, Mr Rick Farley. Members approached were pleased to be
able to provide information about Rick’s important contribution to the Lake
Victoria project.

BMEC involvement in
activities outside of the
consent area, which
compliment requirements
of the LVCLPoM.
Consent Condition 8.

• Over a period of 10 days in total, BMEC members also contributed to the
success of works programs around the perimeter of Lake Victoria which
complimented land management activities undertaken within the consent
area. Works involved:
– Inspection of burials and protection measures on the Nulla lunette –
1 July 2009
– Relocation of the weather station – December 2009
– Assessment of a new quarry required for operation by SA Water –
December 2009
– Drilling of Banks 4 & 5 as part of a dam safety upgrade over two days –
December 2009

Burial protection works on the Nulla lunette.
Courtesy of SA Water

– Monitoring on ground works at the Noola Meeting Place/campsite and access
track – December and four days in February/March 2010.
– Assessment of the new weather station site – March 2010.
– Installation of signs-April 2010.
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CULTURAL LANDSCAPE PLAN OF MANAGEMENT
(Consent Conditions 12–37)
Compliance Response
Lake Victoria Cultural
Landscape Plan of
Management (LVCLPoM)
(cc 12-17)

• An adopted Lake Victoria ‘Code of Conduct’ and a ‘Sitting Fee’ policy to guide
the rate of pay for services provided to members of the LVAC will be included
within the LVCLPoM.
• Revision of the ‘Lake Victoria Aboriginal Employment Strategy’ was started
in consultation with the BMEC.
• A new Protocol for “BMEC involvement in Cultural Heritage Monitoring and
Management within the area defined by the LVCLPoM and lands adjacent to
the Lake” was developed and is being considered by the BMEC.
• Recommendations for alteration to the Plan of Management as outlined
within the 2007–08 and the 2008–09 Lake Victoria Annual Reports will be
incorporated into a new style Plan of Management which is presently being
developed by the Murray-Darling Basin Authority’s Communications section.
The new style Plan of Management will not be printed until draft Protocols
and Strategies have been finalised so they can be included.
• The Lake Victoria Program Manager and the MDBA began developing new
‘field procedures’ manuals which will contain various Protocols and Works
Procedures from the LVCLPoM. They will be designed for carriage in vehicles
and for use and reference by staff in the field.

Reporting Processes
(cc18 – 19)

• The draft 2008–09 annual report was circulated to LVAC members prior to
LVAC 58 for input by stakeholders before the final version was provided
to DECCW and placed onto the MDBA website. These steps comply with
Consent Conditions 18 and 19.

Communication and
Access (cc 20)

• A Statement of Significance sign was completed and placed at the entrance
to the Information Bay site.
• The Information Bay site is being used regularly by many visitors.
• Entry/Access sign posts have been erected at major entry points to the lake
via properties managed by NOW. The sign posts have strengthened control
of unauthorised access.

The Statement of Significance sign placed at
the Lake Victoria Information Bay site
Courtesy of Lyn Barnes

Access signs being installed.
Courtesy of Greg Warren
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Compliance Response
Strategies for Revegetation
(cc 21)

• The Scientific Review Panel advised the River Operations Team at
the MDBA of optimum operating conditions to maintain and improve
vegetation health. The operations team will endeavour to satisfy these
conditions while meeting water security objectives as per the Lake Victoria
Operating Strategy and the Murray-Darling Basin Agreement.
• Where there are gaps in fringing vegetation along the Talgarry and
South-Eastern Beach, 100 River Red Gums were planted at around
24–25m AHD.

Revegetation of the Snake Island area.
Photo courtesy of SA Water.

• Direct seeding and planting of root stock occurred near the foot of known
burials in gullies between PS 25- PS 28 on the Eastern Beach. Species
planted were River Red Gum, Coobra, Black Box, Salt Bush, Acacia and
Rosewood species.
• Direct planting of vegetation was undertaken on the South Eastern beach
near the foot of known burials (see dot point 1 – Research Activities).
• Endemic seeds were collected from the Lake Victoria area or sourced
through the native seed bank.

The cultural heritage management team
are taught revegetation techniques at the
greenhouse facilities.
Photo courtesy of SA Water.

• The greenhouse was used for propagation and for growing plants to
advanced stages.
• Rabbit proof fencing was placed around the cemetery.
• The need for a revegetation guide to be placed in the LVCLPoM was
considered by the Scientific Review Panel.

Research Activities (cc 22)

• A trial was undertaken on the South Eastern Beach and Snake Island using
a combination of methods to stabilise burials in a cliffed area. A veneer of
‘seeded’ sand was first placed over the cultural site, followed by shade cloth,
then configurations of sand bags, before finally planting of native vegetation
was undertaken.
• A cultural heritage monitoring trial was started in June using small pink
labelled ‘bricks’ placed at the start of various transects. Brick locations were
GPS recorded and will be followed over time to understand what happens to
cultural objects in the landscape at these sites.

The ‘pink brick’ trial.
Courtesy of SA Water.
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Compliance Response
Review Panel (cc 23–26)

• Three meetings of the Lake Victoria Scientific Review Panel (SRP)
were held in September 2009, and February and June 2010. The June
meeting involved a field trip to inspect erosion of ‘historically undisturbed
sediments’ along the Eastern Shoreline.
• The SRP undertook a peer review of the 2008 – 2009 Lake Victoria
Scientific Monitoring Reports. Feedback was provided to the MDBA and the
authors.

SRP trip to one location where ‘HUS’ is
being eroded.
Courtesy of Lyn Barnes.

David Tongway demonstrates the Landscape
Function Analysis technique.
Courtesy of Lyn Barnes

BMEC members discuss the ‘structured
monitoring program’ with members from
the SRP.
Courtesy of Greg Warren

• The SRP guided the following activities as part of the review of the Lake
Victoria monitoring program:
– Lake Victoria Aboriginal Cultural Information Database (A.C.I.D) –
The ACID, located at SA Water, was reviewed and is currently being
updated to an easy to use and sensible data base that can be built upon.
Important data will be sifted from the larger ‘master’ set. All known
burial sites will be ground truthed, hyper linked to the photo collection,
geo-referenced and be compatible with the DECCW AIHMS system so
that information can be easily transferred and will align. The data base
will also be easy for the BMEC to contribute to and use.
– Structured Cultural Heritage Monitoring Program – A new ‘structured
Monitoring Program’ is being developed by cultural heritage specialists,
Jane Lennon and Colin Pardoe in synergy with review of the data base.
The targeted program will lead to the delivery of a rich cultural heritage
data base to be used to overlay and inform other forms of monitoring
data. Design of the program allows for the BMEC to play a key role in
the collection of data.
– A new MDBA data base – The re-organisation and transfer of the past
10 year’s electronic monitoring data records (cultural, sediment
movement, vegetation and salinity data) to the new MDBA data base.
– Data analysis – The provision of advice by data specialist Dr Wayne
Robinson about the value and use of past monitoring data records for
data analysis in order to understand shoreline processes according
to Consent Conditions 30 and 31. This was an initial step towards
undertaking an analysis of the past 10 years data set.
– The creation of a new ‘Field Procedures Manual’ to clarify and guide the
Vegetation Monitoring field process.
– Elevation surveys of the vegetation quadrants to gather further
information to facilitate data analysis and understanding of environmental
processes.
– Consideration of ‘Landscape Function Analysis’ as an alternative
conceptual approach to monitoring environmental processes, as
advocated by David Tongway.
– Development of better integration between all streams of the
monitoring program.
– Clarification of the Consent Conditions as sought from DECCW.
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Compliance Response
Monitoring Cultural
Heritage and Monitoring
Burial Protection Works
(cc 27–29)

• A total of 13 new burial sites within the consent area were recorded in the
2009–10 reporting period.
• These new burials were found on the Eastern foreshore, and within the
Snake Island area.
• Consecutively, 173 burials have now been recorded and protected at Lake
Victoria.
• Because the Lake Victoria data base is presently being reorganised, with two
sets of data pulled together until sorting is completed, the total number of
burials presents as 222 as some burials have been counted twice. The total
number recorded will be accurate once re-organisation and verification has
been completed.
• The Lake Victoria Cultural Heritage Protection team undertook regular
inspections of known burial sites.
• An eroding area of ‘sand nourishment’ on the Eastern side of Nanya Island
was repaired in June using 34 coconut fibre logs and 550 geo bags. Recovery
of the area will be closely monitored.

Nanya Island erosion control measures
before and after works.
Courtesy of SA Water.

Inspection of degraded sections of the
Snake Island Wave break.
Courtesy of SA Water.

• An elevation survey of the Snake Island Wave Break was undertaken in
July 2009 to determine whether the engineering works still operate as
designed to trip a wave at 27 metres AHD to protect cultural zones at
higher elevations.
• Results showed that the height of the Snake Island works had decreased
in various areas, especially where damage to the structure had occurred.
It was recommended that degraded areas be repaired with sand bag infill
before the next full capacity lake level. Works were planned for early in the
reporting period.
• LVAC members were provided updated copies of volumes 1 and 2 of the Lake
Victoria Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Reports, which include new contour/
cultural overlay maps. The reports provide important information to assist
planning the protection works program.
• Please refer to compliance actions associated to the work of the Scientific
Review Panel (cc 23-26).

Monitoring of a burial mound.
Photo courtesy of Greg Warren.
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Understanding, assessing and monitoring the environment,
impacts and mitigation actions (Consent Conditions 27–37)
Section 90 Consent and Compliance Response for Erosion Monitoring at Lake Victoria
(NPWS 2006)
Monitoring undertaken by Dr Wayne Stephenson (University of Melbourne)
Dr Stephenson’s report is available upon request.
The field trip component of the monitoring program was undertaken in February and June 2010 by Mark Ellaway
from the University of Melbourne.

Erosion Monitoring Consent
Conditions
Condition 27: The CLPoM will contain
strategies for monitoring cultural heritage,
the impacts of erosion, deposition, saline
groundwater and salinity on the Lakeshore,
particularly targeting recording the condition,
protection and monitoring of known and newly
discovered burials, and of any sites identified
as being of special significance, according to
measures described in detail in the section
87 permit.

Compliance Response
Thirty seven transects, some established as early as 1998,
are surveyed annually for the purpose of monitoring erosion
and accretion of shoreline sediments, protection work
performance, and for understanding the shoreline processes.
The majority of transects are located in areas of high cultural
value. In 2010 these transects were surveyed twice to capture
change associated with both wind erosion when the lake is low
and wave erosion when the lake is closer to full storage level.
The more notable results of the survey show that:
1. No significant erosion has occurred in the 2009–10
monitoring period.
2. Some erosion has occurred in historically undisturbed
sediments during the 2009–10 monitoring period.
3. Erosion on 25PS continues to present concerns.
4. There was some erosion of historically undisturbed
sediments on the Talgarry Wells vegetation transect.
5. Two profiles on Talgarry Barrier, TGB 2 and TGB 3 also
present some concerns as these continue to experience
erosion, some of which is historically undisturbed
sediments.

Erosion control survey work on Moon Island.
Courtesy of Dr Wayne Stephenson.

6. It was recommended that surveys of cultural material
on the above profiles should be undertaken to determine
if any material is being threatened or damaged. This
recommendation has been acted upon.
7. Results suggested that both wind and wave are important
drivers of shoreline change at Lake Victoria, causing
erosion and accretion at the same order of magnitude.
8. It has been possible to quantify the impact of wind on the
shoreline and it has been shown that wind causes erosion
and deposition of sediment at the same order of magnitude
as waves had in previous years when the lake levels were
high enough to inundate the shoreline.
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Erosion Monitoring Consent
Conditions

20

Compliance Response

Condition 28: Where works have been
constructed for the purpose of protecting
burials and other significant objects and
sites from physical impact, a monitoring and
maintenance program will be established, and
this will be included in the CLPoM.

A number of erosion monitoring transects cross the major
burial protection works (major burial works are defined
here as those works intended to retain large quantities of
sand in place to provide a cover and hence protection of
burials, rather than individual burial mounds) and document
the performance and condition of those works. Each year
recommendations are made with regard to the maintenance
of those works. In 2009 it was noted that the Snake Island
wave barrier appeared to no longer function as designed and
this condition continued in 2010. Planning has begun for its
replacement or the installation of an alternative protection
measure. Burial protection works on East Nanya required
repair or replacement.

Condition 30: The CLPoM shall contain a
strategy for the identification, assessment,
monitoring, and where possible, management
of all physical and biological processes
affecting the stability of the Lakeshore. The
strategy will include the identification of
priority areas for minimising erosion around
the Lakeshore, focusing on historically
undisturbed sediments, especially those
containing cultural material, or that with
intrinsic geomorphological significance. The
Strategy shall also contain actions for the
minimisation of erosion, taking into account
the broader cultural landscape values. Where
significant erosion is monitored, the MDBA
shall review the causes of the erosion, and
provide a copy of that review to the DirectorGeneral. The review will include any measures
proposed to reduce the rate of erosion, and
the timetable for their implementation. Any
changes to the strategies in the CLPoM
resulting from information collected in the
monitoring program must be referred to
the LVAC for comment and approval by the
Director – General.

Shoreline geomorphology and erosion is monitored through
the survey of 37 transects and visual inspection during
surveying. These transects are surveyed annually and the
majority are located in areas of high cultural value and
zones where erosion is known to be a problem. In 2010
these transects were surveyed twice to capture change
associated with both wind erosion when the lake is low and
wave erosion when the lake is closer to full storage level. In
as far as possible, profile change is explained with respect
to the process environment. Reporting of change on each
profile always identifies when significant erosion of historically
undisturbed sediments has occurred. Recommendations are
made to SA Water when it is necessary to report significant
erosion to the Director-General DECCW.

Condition 31: All investigation, assessment
and monitoring activities will utilize
current best practice. The results of all the
investigations, monitoring and assessment
activities will be noted in the Annual Report.

Erosion monitoring utilises current best practice.

Further Compliance Actions Undertaken (CC27–37)
Report by the Lake Victoria Program Manager
• The Lake Victoria Program Manager notified the Director General of DECCW on behalf of the MDBA in
November 2009 about results of the 2008-2009 shoreline monitoring program as per Consent Condition 30. The
program identified continued trends of erosion at 28PS, 25PS, Talgarry Barrier survey transects 2 & 3 (TGB2 &
3) and the Director General was advised that erosion of the eastern shoreline would be listed as a high priority
matter for consideration by the Scientific Review Panel and additional cultural heritage monitoring of the
Eastern shoreline would be undertaken.
• An automated weather station has been constructed on the South Western shoreline of Lake Victoria to record
the following parameters:
– Wind Speed and Direction – average over the previous 10 minute interval.
– Air Temperature, Relative Humidity and Barometric Pressure – instantaneous value at 30 minute intervals.
– Calculated Sand Migration – volume (cubic metres) at hourly intervals.
• When a high energy wind ‘trigger’ is reached (over a 24 hour period when sediment movement exceeds 15m3),
an automated SMS message will be sent to various personel. The SA Water surveyor, Mr Daniel Haines will
then resurvey selected transects as soon as possible, and will provide data to Dr Stephenson for analysis.
• It is expected that over time, this additional ‘storm event monitoring’ data will lead to a greater understanding of
shoreline processes by defining the impact of individual storm events, which can otherwise be ‘masked within
annual monitoring results.

The new automated weather station which is located on the South/Western foreshore.
Courtesy of Graham Blair (Department for Water/SA Government)
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MONITORING VEGETATION (Consent Conditions 30–37)
Section 90 Consent and Compliance Response for Vegetation Monitoring at Lake Victoria
(NPWS 2006)
Monitoring undertaken by Dr Ian Sluiter (Ogyris Pty Ltd)
Dr Sluiters Report is available upon request.

The outer extremity of the Talgarry Barrier on 20th July 2010 at approximately 24.3 m AHD. Spiny Sedge (Cyperus gymnocaulos) on the Talgarry Barrier has been rejuvenated by the
autumn-winter 2010 inundation of this part of the Lake. Note the green colour of the stem bases which contrasts with the grey colour of the same plant in winter 2009.
Courtesy of Ian Stuiter.
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Flora Monitoring Consent
Condition (NPWS 2006)
Condition 32: The CLPoM will contain a
strategy for the ongoing identification,
assessment and monitoring of vegetation
on the Lakeshore. The strategy will include
actions for the retention and enhancement
of native vegetation on the Lakeshore,
taking into account the broader cultural
landscape, cultural heritage values
and natural attributes. Where natural
significance values, in identified priority
areas are demonstrably negatively affected
by the operation of the Lake, and/or there
is a measured decrease in the extent
of vegetation cover by the plant species
identified in the CLPoM, the MDBC will
review the causes of vegetation decline and
where possible, take appropriate corrective
management action and report these to
the Director-General.

Compliance Response Winter 2010
The winter 2010 vegetation field assessment and reporting
includes botanical and photopoint comparisons with previous
data extending back to 1998 for 13 permanently located transects;
with biomass and plant cover comparisons also made from
20 permanently located perimeter transects as well. In this
way, botanical data is collected and reported upon allowing
for feedback to the MDBA (via SA Water) of the status of the
vegetation surrounding the Lake at the present time, but also
within the context of the past twelve years.
The 2009 Annual Vegetation Monitoring Report highlighted that
the Talgarry Barrier, where a very large number of aboriginal
burial mounds exist, was experiencing a significant decline in
vegetation health. A recommendation was made that after no
inundation for 4.5 years, flooding to at least 25.7 m AHD should
occur in the 2009–10 lake-fill cycle. This recommendation was
enacted upon and the vegetation had responded positively in July
2010 with rejuvenation of the primary colonizer species in Spiny
Sedge (Cyperus gymnocaulos). The lack of time between flood
waters receding and further inundation prevented significant
growth of floodplain species, but those reliant on periodic flooding
such as Spiny Sedge and Spiny Mud-grass were exhibiting positive
signs of new growth. Improvement in the status of these vitally
important perennial floodplain species should be balanced,
however, by the loss of Blue Rod (Stemodia florulenta) and
Native Liquorice (Glycyrrhiza acanthocarpa) biomass and cover
in parts of the Lake between 24 and 26 m AHD. These taxa are
opportunistic colonizers of floodplain environments not prone to
annual or prolonged flooding. Their loss, and hence the reduction
in total biomass and cover over parts of the Lake between 24
and 26m AHD, is a natural response to flooding this part of the
lakebed.
Vegetation adjacent to the Frenchman’s Creek which was in poor
condition in winter 2009 due to a lack of flooding combined with
kangaroo over-grazing, continues to be in poor condition. The
recommendation to monitor kangaroo numbers in this area and
elsewhere around the Lake needs to be addressed.
Further recommendations from the 2009 report pertaining to
replacement of rusted and broken metal droppers with plastic
posts; and to integrate two new monitoring lines from the Nulla
foreshore into the monitoring program have been fulfilled.
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Flora Monitoring Consent
Condition (NPWS 2006)

Compliance Response Winter 2010

Condition 33: The MDBC must monitor
the nature and distribution of Lakeshore
vegetation, including both native and
introduced species, and identify and assess
the range of processes affecting these and
their interactions.

Monitoring lines exist around the perimeter of the Lake and all
plant species are measured, recorded and reported upon. The
reasons for plant species expansions and declines are explained
within the Vegetation Monitoring Report.

Condition 34: Vegetation monitoring will
also include assessment of the impact
of vegetation on the sedimentation and
erosion of sediments with in situ cultural
heritage that have been identified as
priority areas.

Monitoring is concentrated in culturally sensitive areas and
occurs along the same transects as used in the Shoreline Change
Study. Where significant sedimentation or erosion occurs, the
vegetation response is noted.

Condition 57: In carrying out the Activity,
the MDBC must not damage any critical
habitat, harm or pick any threatened
species, population, ecological community
or protected fauna, or damage their
habitats. The MDBC shall therefore carry
out all necessary monitoring to detect any
risk of this occurring.

No threatened flora species or Threatened Species Conservation
Act 1995 listed plant communities have been recorded from the
Consent area at Lake Victoria.

Burial TGB-23 on the south side of the TG-2 transect line on the Talgarry Barrier. Vegetation cover is approximately 5–10%, but most of the Spiny Sedge is in very poor condition.
Courtesy of Ian Stuiter.
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Further Compliance Actions Undertaken (CC30–37)
Report by the Lake Victoria Program Manager
The Lake Victoria Program Manager notified the Director General of DECCW on behalf of the MDBA in November
2009 about results of the 2008-2009 vegetation monitoring program as per Consent Condition 32. The Director
General was advised of evidence of vegetation decline in some culturally significant areas, and especially on the
Talgarry Barrier. This was attributed to a lack of floodwaters over the past four years. The MDBA consequently
referred the matter to the Scientific Review Panel for advice, and discussion took place on the issue with the MDBA
River Operations team.

MANAGEMENT OF WEEDS (Consent Conditions 32–33)
Compliance Response
The MDBA must
monitor the nature
and distribution of
Lakeshore vegetation,
including both native
and introduced species.

• Weeds targeted this year have been Horehound, Thistle, Giant Rush, Golden
Dodder and Box Thorn. Because of drier than normal conditions, the summer
weed control program targeting Noogoora and Bathurst Burr has been less
resource intensive.

Consent Condition 33

• Golden Dodder has become an increasing problem over the past two years.
The map on the following page shows the areas treated for Golden Dodder. The
contractor was engaged for 180 hours to treat Golden Dodder alone between
September 2009 and March 2010.

• The graph below summarises use of Round-up (Glyphosate) to control weeds and
consists of works undertaken by staff from SA Water and a contractor.

• The treatment of Horehound around the shoreline of Lake Victoria is also an
ongoing priority. Since the destocking of Noola and Nulla Stations, SA Water and
the NSW Office of Water have undertaken extensive works along the western
shoreline and along the Nulla lunette to control severe outbreaks of this weed.
PERCENTAGE OF ROUND-UP USED BY SA WATER STAFF 2009/2010,
BY AREA OF THE LAKE VICTORIA ENVIRONMENT
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Horehound control measures on the Nulla lunette.
Courtesy of Frank Bernhardt
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MANAGEMENT OF NON NATIVE FAUNA (Consent Condition 35)

Cultural Heritage Bait Laying Transects around the perimeter of Lake Victoria (including feral animal control programs undertaken by NOW to support management
actions within the area of Lake Victoria.
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• Management of feral animals around the perimeter of the Lake is vital to ensure that impacts within the area
defined by the Plan of Management are minimised.

Note: A count that is higher than 2.5–3 rabbits per km triggers a treatment response.

Compliance Response
Consent Condition 35
Feral animal control
works within the
SA Water land
management
program.

• A feral animal control contractor was engaged to undertake rabbit monitoring,
baiting and shooting works within the Snake Island area. Monitoring results are
shown in graph on page 26.
• The contractor was also engaged for 28 hours to undertake rabbit control works
within the Noola riparian buffer zones (Riparian Transect 1-4 in the map on page
26) and laid approximately 340 kg of free feed and baits within the area.
• Rabbit numbers counted by the contractor within this zone varied between 2.2
rabbits per km in July 2009 to 0 in February 2010. Between March and April 2010,
SA Water recorded between 0.52–1.5 per km. SA Water also laid 16 kg of free feed
and 16 kg of 1080 bait in the area.
• SA Water staff counted between 1.5–1.27 rabbit per km within the Riparian
conservation zone in March 2010 and laid 16 Kg of free feed and 18 Kg of 1080
poison in April 2010.
• Approximately 119 hours of pig control works were undertaken and 7 pigs were
destroyed in or near the Lake area.
• A fox baiting program was undertaken in July and October 2009 and January and
February 2010.
• A goat control program was undertaken mainly outside of the consent area.
• Fence lines were checked when opportunity presented between fluctuating lake
levels from March to June 2010.
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Complimentary Works undertaken by the NSW Office of Water on Nulla and Talgarry /Dunedin Park Stations
along feral control transects located within close proximity of Lake Victoria.

Rabbit transect counts along transects shown as Nulla 1 and 2 (northern shoreline),
Dunedin Park (eastern and south-eastern shoreline) and Bank 8 in the map on page 26.
• The above graph shows the importance of a consistent application of rabbit control measures. The continuation
of the treatment of warrens along the foreshore via rodexing, as part of a ‘mix’ of control measures is planned
for the forthcoming reporting period to further improve the effectiveness of the program.

MONITORING WATER QUALITY (CONSENT CONDITION 37)
Report by SA Water
Component

Samples

Min

Max

Ave

Blue Green Algae - Total

49

0

1140

48

Colour – True (456nm)

50

‹1

33

10

Conductivity

49

140

230

200

pH

50

7.3

8.4

7.8

Temperature

43

9.7

29.1

18

Total Dissolved Solids (by EC)

49

77

130

109

Turbidity

50

36

460

159

Please note the relatively high maximum Turbidity value. This is a NATA Endorsed (i.e. checked) result recorded on
17/08/2009. The next highest value is 290. Eliminating the 460 result will bring the average to 153.
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Salinity at Lake Victoria Shoreline (Consent Conditions 37–38,
42–44)
Report by Mark Mitchell, Hydro geologist, NSW Office of Water
The table below is a summary of compliance with the relevant conditions.

Consent
Condition
No.
37
(Compliance
also
addresses
Consent
Condition
27)

Compliance
with
Consent
Condition
Y/N
Comment on compliance with consent condition
Y

Condition: The MDBA will ensure that the implementation
of the CLPoM continues to address the health of the aquatic
environment of the Lake. The MDBA will ensure that water
salinity monitoring continues. The MDBA will include water
quality monitoring information related to Lake Victoria in the
Annual Report.
Compliance: Groundwater monitoring consists of electromagnetic
geophysics surveys along established transects and down bore
hole electromagnetic surveys, groundwater level monitoring and
groundwater salinity monitoring on the Lake bed. Groundwater
levels and groundwater salinity monitoring also occurs on the
River Murray floodplain and the area adjacent to the Lake.
Groundwater level monitoring on the Lake bed shows a decline
in groundwater levels associated with the lower Lake operating
levels between 2006 and mid 2009. The decline in groundwater
levels were between 2 to 3.5m at the sites on the Lake bed. The
geophysics surveys of the salinity beneath the lake bed and
groundwater salinity monitoring show minimal change under the
lower Lake operating level between 2006 and mid 2009 on the
Gecko Island transect line. However, on the Talgarry Barrier and
Talgarry Windmill transect lines on the eastern lake bed, there
is an indication that salinity is increasing from the lower lake
operating levels.
Since mid 2009 the groundwater levels have risen in response to
the higher lake operating levels. This has resulted in a measured
decrease in the groundwater salinity at some of the monitoring
sites. The geophysics surveys also show a decline in the salinity
concentration beneath the Lake bed.
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Action
Recommended
Y/N
N

Consent
Condition
No.
42

Compliance
with
Consent
Condition
Y/N
Comment on compliance with consent condition
Y

Condition: The MDBA will conduct a process to quantify the impacts of the
operation of Lake Victoria and Frenchman’s Creek on neighbouring properties in
the interests of achieving an enduring agreement with affected landowners.
Compliance: Groundwater level monitoring occurs at 53 bores on the River Murray
floodplain and on adjacent higher areas surrounding the lake. Groundwater levels
have declined on the floodplain and to the east of the Lake during the past 10 years
because of the drought conditions and are not strongly influenced by the Lake’s
operating level. The increased Lake operating level since mid 2009 has caused only
a minimal increase in groundwater levels at sites in close proximity to the Lake.
The saline soils on the floodplain have been mapped in 1993–94 and in 2002–03. It
is anticipated that between 2002–03 and 2005–06 the area impacted by salinity may
have increased because of the Lake operating levels. However, with the lower Lake
operating levels since 2006, the area impacted by saline soils on the floodplain may
not have significantly altered. A return to more normal lake operating levels may
cause an increase in groundwater levels and alter the area influenced by salinity.
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Y

Condition: The MDBA will ensure that groundwater levels around the Lake and its
adjacent supply channels will continue to be monitored and that there is ongoing
revision of mapping of areas affected by salinity as information from monitoring
and modelling indicates changes to the groundwater levels in the area. The MDBA
must implement appropriate management strategies to prevent impacts on the
environment resulting from any rise in groundwater, likely to be contributed to by
the operation of the Lake and report these in the Annual Report. Such strategies
must include a timeframe for implementation. If approved by the Director General,
these strategies will be implemented by the MDBA.
Compliance: Groundwater level monitoring occurs at 53 bores on the River Murray
floodplain and on adjacent higher areas surrounding the lake. Groundwater levels
have declined on the floodplain by about 0.5 to 1m during the lower Lake operating
levels since 2006 and have not significantly altered with the increased lake
operating level since mid 2009.
The groundwater levels beneath the Lake bed are lower than those in 1999 when
the investigations were being undertaken as part of the EIS investigation.
Groundwater levels at monitoring sites to the east of the Lake show minimal
influence from the Lake’s operation as a water storage and have declined since
1999 because of the drought.
The saline soils on the floodplain have been mapped in 1993/94 and in 2002/03. It
is anticipated that between 2002/03 and 2005/06 the area impacted by salinity may
have increased because of the Lake operating levels. However, with the lower Lake
operating levels since 2006, the area impacted by saline soils on the floodplain may
not have significantly altered. It is unlikely the there has been a reduction in soil
salinity because of there being no significant flood or rainfall events to flush the
salts from the soil profile.
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Consent
Condition
No.
46
(Compliance
also
addresses
Consent
Conditions
27 and 30)

Compliance
with
Consent
Condition
Y/N
Y

Comment on compliance with consent condition
Condition: If any Aboriginal object found is likely to be damaged,
destroyed or defaced by salinisation due to changes to
groundwater resulting from the Activity, and that object is not
included in the approval granted under this consent, then the
MDBA must immediately notify the Director General.
Compliance: An investigation was completed in July 2009 on the
soil salinity of the eastern Lake bed, to determine the potential
impact on cultural heritage sites and revegetation. The results
of the survey indicate that the soil salinity on the eastern
Lake bed is highest in the north and generally declines to the
south. The soil salinity is estimated to be generally between
2 to 4 decisiemens per meter (dS/m) on the southern area of
the eastern Lake bed and between about 30 to 50 dS/m in the
northern area of the eastern Lake bed.
The soil salinity on the eastern Lake bed is likely to be associated
with the lower Lake operating levels and the evapoconcentration
of salts in the soil profile. The salts would normally be flushed
during the higher lake operating levels. This is likely not to have
occurred since 2006. The higher operating levels since mid 2009
have possibly reduced the salt concentration in the Lake bed.

LAKE OPERATIONS (Consent Conditions 38-41)
By MDBA

Lake Victoria water level June 2009 to August 2010
32

Action
Recommended
Y/N
N

IMPACTS ON AREAS OUTSIDE OF THE LAKE
(Consent Conditions 42–47)
Compliance Response
Consent Conditions
42–47

An agency/landholder meeting was held in March 2010 to facilitate ongoing
communication and negotiation in relation to impacts of Lake operations on a
neighbouring landholder.

BMEC members surveying the Eastern shoreline.
Courtesy of Greg Warren
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ALTERATION TO THE PLAN OF MANAGEMENT
Please also refer to recommendations provided within the 2007–08 and 2008–09 Lake Victoria Annual Reports.
In addition to these recommendations, the MDBA proposes to make the following alterations to the Plan of
Management.
• The addition of the following new or updated protocols and procedures:
−−

Lake Victoria Sitting Fees Protocol – Protocol number 7.

−−

Procedure for Burial Mound Maintenance.

−−

The revised and combined version of the Lake Victoria Aboriginal Training and Employment Strategy and
the Protocol for the Employment of Aboriginal Workers at Lake Victoria (Protocol 2) – once agreed by the
BMEC and LVAC.

−−

Protocol for BMEC involvement in Cultural Heritage Monitoring and management within the area
defined by the LVCLPoM and lands adjacent to the Lake, as managed by SA Water – once agreed by the
BMEC and LVAC - Protocol number 8.

−−

Template to guide the Lake Victoria Cultural Heritage Manager’s report to the LVAC.

−−

Template to guide the report to LVAC by the BMEC.

−−

The Lake Victoria Works Program Template to be used to report against actions to the LVAC.

• The Plan of Management will be provided appropriate additional notation to guide management actions where
relevant (and via agreement with LVAC), in light of recent alterations to the NSW NPWS Act 1974.
• Alter the Action Table for Consent Condition 18 further to include additional dot points. The timetable will read
as follows:
Prepare an Annual Report according to the following timetable:
– Contributions from LVAC members for the draft Annual report are to be provided to the Program Manager by
no later than the end of August each year.
– Draft scientific monitoring reports should be provided by no later than the end of August each year and will
be provided to members of the SRP as soon as they arrive.
– The SRP will review the draft monitoring reports and will provide comment to the MDBA.
– The MDBA via the Program Manager will provide the draft scientific monitoring reports to members of the
LVAC.
– The MDBA will endeavour to circulate the draft scientific monitoring reports to LVAC at least two weeks prior
to the final LVAC meeting of the year. However if circumstances require that the final LVAC meeting of the
year is to be held prior to circulation of the draft monitoring reports, LVAC member feedback in relation to
the monitoring reports will be provided to the MDBA via the Program Manager out of session and after LVAC
by the timeframe agreed at LVAC.
– Feedback from the LVAC (on draft annual report and scientific monitoring reports) will be considered by the
MDBA and the SRP if necessary before the draft annual report is finalised.
– The revised Annual Report will be submitted to MDBA for consideration and approval by the end of
December of each year.
– The Annual Report is required to be submitted to DECCW no later than the end of February of each year.
– The Annual Report will be published on the MDBA website once it has been approved by MDBA and
submitted to DECCW.
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Location of erosion perimeter profiles at Lake Victoria.

Location of southern shore profiles.
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SA Water Lake Victoria Consent Works 2009–10 Program Expenditure
Work order

Work order description

Original Budget

Revised Budget

Jul-09

Aug-09

Sep-09

Oct-09

131,000

0.00

3,145.82

4,575.79

6,965.40

PROTECTION OF BURIAL SITES
MD710501

MONITORING CH WORKS (ROUTINE)

10,000

MD710502

ABORIGINAL BURIAL SITE MAINTENANCE

10,000

12,339.26

2,654.32

0.00

0.00

MD710503

ABORIGINAL ARTEFACT MAINTENANCE

5,000

0.00

74.14

0.00

0.00

MD710504

BMEC ONSITE MONITORING direct budget)

5,000

42.34

0.00

0.00

0.00

MD710505

WAGES                        

75,000

5,441.57

6,046.12

7,145.70

8,903.89

MD710506

PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

5,000

1,608.34

0.00

-456.00

0.00

MD710507

VEHICLE COSTS     

14,000

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

MD710508

MISCELLANEOUS

2,000

0.00

234.29

815.78

3,213.34

(additional to MDBA

126,000

131,000

19,431.51

12,154.69

12,081.27

19,082.63

167,000

167,000

70,687.29

MONITORING OF FLORA AND EROSION
MD710520

EXTERNAL CONSULTANTS

21,360.00

360.00

5,294.00

MD710521

MONITORING OF FLORA AND EROSION

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

MD710522

REVEGETATION

0.00

679.08

180.00

838.71

MD710523

WAGES                        

3,085.21

-1,644.87

3,368.75

4,873.49

MD710524

PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

MD710525

VEHICLE COSTS     

MD710526

MISCELLANEOUS
167,000

167,000

216,000

216,000

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

286.15

230.70

39.06

122.46

24,731.36

-375.09

8,881.81

76,521.95

FORESHORE MANAGEMENT & LAND MANAGEMENT
MD710540

CONTRACT LABOUR          

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

MD710541

MATERIALS                    

0.00

0.00

0.00

578.46

MD710542

ACCESS TRACK MTCE

0.00

70.00

0.00

0.00

MD710543

PEST CONTROL             

0.00

1,815.00

0.00

0.00

MD710544

WEED CONTROL

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,189.49

MD710545

NURSERY COSTS

181.20

4,085.80

736.50

2,276.18

MD710546

BMEC ONSITE MONITORING

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

MD710547

WAGES                        

5,496.25

4,851.93

5,986.21

8,675.48

MD710548

PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

MD710549

VEHICLE COSTS     

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

MD710550

MISCELLANEOUS

0.00

0.00

144.55

0.00

5,677.45

10,822.73

6,867.26

12,719.61

216,000

216,000

88,000

88,000

LAND AND PROPERTY MGMT NOOLA & LAKE VICTORIA
MD710560

FLORA & EROSION MANAGEMENT

MD710561

PEST CONTROL             

MD710562

WEED CONTROL

MD710563

WAGES                        

MD710564
MD710565
MD710566

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,167.96

0.00

2,944.50

354.83

3,231.20

4,658.09

PLANT AND EQUIPMENT (INCL NOOLA PUMPS)

0.00

135.00

0.00

0.00

VEHICLE COSTS     

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

MISCELLANEOUS

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2,944.50

489.83

4,399.16

4,658.09

88,000

88,000

14,000

14,000

COMMUNICATION
MD710580

INFORMATION BAY

MD710581

MISCELLANEOUS

MD710582

ACID

0.00

0.00

0.00

716.38

0.00

1,006.64

669.23

234.55

0.00

720.00

0.00

0.00

14,000

14,000

0.00

1,726.64

669.23

950.93

26,000

26,000

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,006.76

5,000

5,000

0.00

902.27

0.00

0.00

NULLA PUMP STATION
MD710901

NULLA PUMP STATION

PURCHASE MINOR PLANT CH
MD710902

PURCHASE MINOR PLANT CH

TRAINING
MD710903
TOTAL
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TRAINING

0

0

1,018.18

0.00

80.00

5,364.97

642,000

647,000

53,803.00

25,721.07

32,978.73

120,304.94

Nov-09

Dec-09

Jan-10

Feb-10

Mar-10

Apr-10

May-10

Jun-10

Actual YTD

965.04

1,592.80

8,601.59

2,756.18

9,429.21

2,681.60

1,239.59

10,481.58

52,434.60

0.00

199.09

519.97

502.43

935.81

36.36

0.00

0.00

17,187.24

0.00

819.50

0.00

489.08

0.00

0.00

0.00

223.87

1,606.59

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

42.34

1,968.67

2,998.17

3,487.34

2,729.50

2,735.80

5,890.52

5,240.55

22,010.96

74,598.79

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,152.34

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

994.00

994.00

6,509.49

5,045.83

1,445.11

3,914.27

2,905.51

3,131.18

1,409.29

2,201.62

30,825.71

9,443.20

10,655.39

14,054.01

10,391.46

16,006.33

11,739.66

7,889.43

35,912.03

178,841.61

0.00

0.00

3,934.90

0.00

12,442.75

142.55

0.00

14,244.83

128,466.32

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

100.00

100.00

343.11

0.00

0.00

4,153.60

864.00

0.00

1,083.00

1,382.50

9,524.00

596.87

642.51

604.47

584.90

586.20

911.82

1,907.11

665.64

16,182.10

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

39.76

86.35

17.91

47.80

46.33

9.66

-28.15

0.00

898.03

979.74

728.86

4,557.28

4,786.30

13,939.28

1,064.03

2,961.96

16,392.97

155,170.45

0.00

0.00

9,915.45

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

9,915.45

345.45

34.05

3,883.47

1,032.30

0.00

0.00

0.00

-305.45

5,568.28

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

70.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

8,377.40

0.00

611.74

1,963.63

12,767.77

1,432.33

0.00

9,590.72

2,608.03

28,374.58

4,666.72

3,704.09

14,399.99

65,965.95

4,028.62

3,203.86

1,145.24

4,058.37

5,094.72

8,001.98

3,135.44

6,199.25

42,147.16

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,591.72

1,713.24

1,611.74

1,559.90

1,563.30

2,431.44

3,749.74

1,775.15

41,006.10

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

144.55

7,398.12

4,951.15

26,146.62

9,258.60

43,410.00

15,100.14

11,201.01

24,032.57

177,585.26

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,676.81

1,676.81

0.00

0.00

534.52

539.87

0.00

539.10

0.00

3,076.37

4,689.86

0.00

742.29

254.79

0.00

0.00

4,745.45

0.00

0.00

6,910.49

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,440.26

0.00

12,628.88

197.15

0.00

120.86

0.00

149.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

602.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

201.77

0.00

4,775.87

4,977.64

197.15

742.29

910.17

539.87

149.00

5,486.32

1,440.26

9,529.05

31,485.69

1,024.95

1,305.65

514.90

59.24

1,067.83

5,654.34

0.00

0.00

10,343.29

129.14

513.14

139.55

227.19

317.97

340.40

1,584.85

366.55

5,529.21

13.93

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

733.93

1,168.02

1,818.79

654.45

286.43

1,385.80

5,994.74

1,584.85

366.55

16,606.43

171.95

293.76

928.15

229.49

277.83

325.80

785.92

0.00

4,019.66

0.00

176.33

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

639.71

4,159.00

5,877.31

1,190.90

4,882.72

0.00

692.00

2,048.66

5,871.56

2,348.05

901.16

24,398.20

20,549.08

24,249.29

47,250.68

26,184.15

77,216.90

45,582.25

28,851.19

91,293.33

593,984.61
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Abbreviations
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ACID			

Aboriginal Cultural Information Database

AHD			

Australian Height Datum

AIATSIS		

Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies

AIHMS			

Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System

BMEC			

Barkindji Maraura Elders Council

DLALC			

Dareton Local Aboriginal Land Council

DECCW		

NSW Department of Environment, Climate Change and Water

dS/m			

decisiemens per meter

FTE			

Full-time equivalent position

LVAC			

Lake Victoria Advisory Committee

LVCLPoM/CLPoM

Lake Victoria Cultural Landscape Plan of Management

MDBA			

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

MDBC			

Murray–Darling Basin Commission

NPWS			

National Parks and Wildlife Service

NOW			

NSW Office of Water

NRM			

Natural Resource Management

OH/S			

Occupational health and safety

PS 28			

Perimeter Survey 28

SA Water		

South Australian Water Corporation

SRP			

Scientific Review Panel

Lake Victoria Advisory Committee members (2009-2010)
Member Name

Representative group / organisation

Gary Abdulla

BMEC

Jim Abdulla

BMEC

Kingsley Abdulla

BMEC

Timothy Abdulla

BMEC Deputy Chairperson

Lyn Barnes

NOW

Craig Bretherton

DECCW

Brian Carter

BMEC

Katie Davis

MDBA

Warren Duncan

Landholder

Bruce Harris

BMEC

Digby Jacobs

NOW

May Johnson

BMEC

Noel Johnson

BMEC

Harvey Johnston

DECCW

Howard Jones

LMD CMA

Elsie Coombes

BMEC

Alf Kelly

BMEC

Christine Kelly

BMEC

Arthur Kirby

BMEC Chairperson

Samuel Koolmatrie

BMEC

Cora Lawson

BMEC

Ray Lawson

BMEC

Lottie Lawson

BMEC

Jane Lennon

LVAC Deputy Chairperson

Betty Pearce

BMEC

Jim Rishworth

SA Water

Neville Skipworth

SA Water

Dawn Smith

BMEC

Roland J Smith

BMEC

Tom Smith

LVAC Chairperson

Greg Warren

NOW

Lottie Williams

BMEC
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